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Section – 1 : Computer Aided Design Programs 

 

Computer aided design programs formulated by mechanical engineer Ishwar Mulani having 

45 years design engineering experience with internationally reputed companies for bulk 

material handling equipment and system 

This section includes pdf copy of following design programs, the soft copy of which are 

available to interested buyers / designers, for self use, on prepayment (as sale item). The total 

price for all the design programs appearing in this list (sr. no. 1 to sr. no. 23) is as below: 

Presently, total price for all programs is USD 10330 (or Indian Rupees 723100). 

These are very useful design tools for companies concerned with bulk material handling 

equipments and system, at insignificant price (nowadays talented senior engineer’s 2 or 

3 months salary). 

Communicate to Ishwar Mulani, on following email to know latest price of the programs selected 

for buying and also to know about buying procedure: 

Email: conveyor.ishwar.mulani@gmail.com 

 

These are high quality 21st century design programs, tried and tested, for application 

engineering. These have been extensively used for practical application. These programs have 

evolved during very long time, as a consequence of practical needs; and are not result of 

quick creation for the purpose of sale. All the programs are user friendly and are in Excel 

format. The programs provide technical clarity to designer, due to step by step output, which is 

important to convince others to get business results. 

The prospective buyer will find that the programs prices are very economical compared to cost 

of in-house creation of such programs by the companies (competent engineers’ hours input for 

making, checking, amending, rechecking, disturbance to the ongoing assignment / work, etc.). 

 

As is business practice, liquidated damage total liability for any reason is limited to 7.5% (seven 

and half percent), of the amount paid to Ishwar Mulani, for buying the program. It has no 

relevance to the cost of equipment or plant. The transaction is not subjected to any type of 

litigation. 

The enclosed programs being sale items, these cannot be fully displayed. So certain portions 

have been blocked. In spite of this, they convey sufficient information, to decide in this matter. 

The prices have been mentioned in Indian Rupees as well as in U S Dollar for convenience of 

Indian buyers as well as foreign buyers. 

The program/s buyers’ names remain confidential and are not disclosed to anybody. 

The final prices at the time of buying are subject to our confirmation. 

All programs are in Excel format. 

List of programs and programs current prices are as below (in year 2020) 

1) Reciprocating feeder design  Price USD 500 (or Indian Rupees 35000)  

Reciprocating feeder design program for capacity, forces, torque and power. The program  

analyses the varying forces and torque values during zero to 360 degree rotation of crank (one 

cycle) to decide motor size and start-up characteristics to suit average kW, peak kW as well as 

fluctuating demand torque at motor shaft. It also provides indication about motor speed cyclic 

fluctuation, shaft diameter, etc., page - (6) to page - (17). 
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2) Belt speed and capacity  Price USD 100 (or Indian Rupees 7000) 

Belt speed calculation in conjunction with belt width and capacity (in other words conveyor 

capability for capacity), page - (18) to page - (19). 

 

3) Belt conveyor design: bmhe-design-98-C     Price USD 1350 (or Indian Rupees 94500) 

Belt conveyor design program (bmhe-design-98-C), for in-plant conveyors as well as long 

conveyors, as per regular design practice. This particular program has following features, page 

- (20) to page - (38).  

- It has provision for two pulleys drive (dual drive) at head end, and two pulleys drive (dual 

drive) at tail end. Accordingly this program can be used for conveyor equipped with one pulley 

drive or two pulley drive or three pulley drive or four pulley drive in any combination resulting 

from above location of 4 drives. 

Also the designer has free choice to allot chosen power to each of the drives. Thus program 

provides complete flexibility to choose the drive arrangements. 

 - It is for conveyor of positive power as well as negative power (regenerative conveyor). 

- The design calculations follow design pattern (style) as per DIN / ISO which are widely used  

in many countries. For American companies it is equally useful when business concerns DIN / 

ISO requirement or to cross check the own design results with the alternative practice. 

- The program is ideal for project implementation. 

- The program calculates exactly applicable ‘C’ value specific to particular conveyor. So its 

power, tractive pull, etc. are as if by detailed calculation of resistances. The program uses drive 

features (data) to calculate applicable value of belt line starting factor and braking (speed 

restrain) factor. 

- The program can be used when conveyor drive has fixed value of peak starting torque or 

when one wants to have conveyor drive and design for constant acceleration of conveyor 

irrespective of load conditions. 

- The program also enables to design conveyor for varied load situations zero (empty) to design 

capacity, which is essential as a final design. 

- The program has provision to calculate belt tensions at intermediate point, two for carrying 

side and two for return side. By altering the design input of these points, the designer can find 

belt tensions at numerous intermediate points. 

- The program also provides a) Hold back torque. b) Conveyor load torque at motor shaft for 

varied load situations. c) Conveyor load mk2 at motor shaft for varied load conditions (i.e. GD2 

value which is 4 times of mk2 value). d) Take-up force whether gravity or screw / winch take-up. 

- The program takes into consideration the exact location of take-up. 

- This is an ideal program for design construction of in-plant conveyors and also long distance  

conveyors, as per traditional design. 

4) Belt conveyor design: bmhe-design-140-C     Price USD 1100 (or Indian Rupees 77000) 

Belt conveyor design program (bmhe-design-140-C), primarily for in-plant conveyors, as per 

regular design practice. This particular program has following features to suit design 

requirement for major population of the conveyors (i.e. in-plant conveyors). Page - (39) to page 

- (74) show the use of this program in 3 modes. 

- It has provision for single pulley drive or dual pulley drive at head end. It is for conveyor of 

positive power. 
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- The design calculations follow design pattern (style) as per DIN / ISO which are widely used  

in many countries. For American companies it is equally useful when business concerns DIN / 

ISO requirement or to cross check the own design results with the alternative practice. 

- The program can be used with or without conveyor drawing i.e. work does not get stuck up in 

absence of drawings. The program is modeled to suit it use from inception to final need. It is 

multi-purpose, least inputs and quick result program when need be (bidding, changes during 

discussions or negotiations, etc.). 

- The program calculates exactly applicable ‘C’ value specific to particular conveyor. So its 

power, tractive pull, etc. are as if by detailed calculation of resistances. The program’s second 

part when used, it also calculates belt line exact starting factor according to chosen drive 

features / size (as against assumed value of belt line starting factors 1.5, 1.7, 2.5, etc. which 

are only with reference to nearly full load condition). 

- The program can be used when conveyor drive has fixed value of peak starting torque or 

when one wants to have conveyor drive and design for constant acceleration of conveyor 

irrespective of load conditions. 

- The program also enables to design conveyor for varied load situations zero (empty) to design 

capacity, which is essential as a final design. 

- The program has provision to calculate belt tensions at intermediate point, one for carrying 

side and one for return side. By altering the design input of these points, the designer can find 

belt tensions at numerous intermediate points. 

- The program also provides a) Hold back torque. b) Conveyor load torque at motor shaft for 

varied load situations. c) Conveyor load mk2 at motor shaft for varied load conditions (i.e. GD2  

value which is 4 times of mk2 value). d) Take-up force whether gravity or screw / winch take-up. 

- The take-up location has no influence on tractive pull and power. So program always shows 

exact tractive pull and power. 

Also for screw / non active winch take-up, its location has no influence on belt tensions and 

hence program shows exact tensions. 

- Regarding gravity take-up, the program considers gravity take-up location near head end or 

tail end (nearness say within 10 to 15% of conveyor length), which happens to be most of the 

time. Non consideration of exact location of take-up influences concerned T1 value by 1 to 2% 

which is quite adequate for engineering needs, at the same time using this program becomes  

very easy. In case take-up is at middle zone then belt tensions can be considered as higher of 

head end or tail end (safe decision). 

 

In general, this is ideal program for bid purpose for average and big conveyors. It is also 

ideal for the construction purpose of average conveyors. 

Program use mode - 1: Page - (39) to page - (46) show the use of design program for 4 

conveyors, with input for design capacity. The design result is on the basis of calculated exact 

C value and usual average starting factor. Often for bid purpose design of average conveyors, 

the designer uses such procedure using general value of C and starting factor. As compared to 

this the program provides better result because it uses calculated exact C value for specific 

case. 

Program use mode - 2: Page - (47) to page - (60) show the use of design program for 4 

conveyors, with input for design capacity. This design result is on the basis of calculated exact  
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C value and exact calculated starting factor as per selected drive. This mode can be adopted 

for design of high class conveyors for bid purpose.                   

 

Program use mode - 3: Page - (61) to page - (74) show the use of design program for 1 

conveyor, considering zero capacity, 50% design capacity and 100% design capacity, 

calculated exact C value, calculated exact starting factor (either constant acceleration or for 

fixed value of peak torque), tensions at intermediate points, etc. 

 

5) Belt conveyor design: bmhe-design-142        Price USD 1100 (or Indian Rupees 77000) 

This design program provides design output data similar to program sr. no. 3 (bmhe-design-98-

C). This program has provision to put single pulley drive or dual pulley drive acting on return 

run, anywhere between tail end and head end. The program is for conveyor of positive power or 

negative power, whether with gravity take-up or winch take-up. Only front two pages of the 

program have been enclosed (page - (75) and page - (76)). 

 

6) Shaft design: bmhe-design-131   Price USD 215 (or Indian Rupees 15050) 

The program is suitable for designing shaft for: a) Belt conveyor pulleys. b) Belt bucket elevator 

pulleys. c) Chain bucket elevator sprocket shaft, whether single strand or double strand. d) 

Chain conveyor sprocket shaft, whether single strand or double strand. e) Apron feeder shaft.  

F) Belt feeder pulley. Enclosed page number (77). 

 

7) Design of chain bucket elevator (vertical). Program can be used for designing any type of 

vertical elevator. Page - (78) to page - (86). Price USD 830 (or Indian Rupees 58100)                                  

 

8) Design of belt bucket elevator (vertical). Program can be used for designing any type of 

vertical elevator and single or double row buckets.   Page - (87) to page - (99). Price USD 830 

(or Indian Rupees 58100) 

 

9) Design of screw conveyor, page - (100) to page - (107).  Price USD 770 (or Indian 

Rupees 53900) 

 

10) Crushing-screening-recycling, arrangement - A, flow analysis, page-(108) to page-(110). 

 

11) Crushing-screening-recycling, arrangement - B, flow analysis, page-(111) to page-(113). 

 

12) Crushing-screening-recycling, arrangement - C, flow analysis, page-(114) to page-(117). 

Price: Sr. no. 10 + Sr. no. 11 + Sr. no. 12 = Total USD 770 (or total Indian Rupees 53900) 

                                                    

13) Design of idler set transom size, page - (118) to page - (120). Price USD 250 (or 

Indian Rupees 17500) 

 

14) Design stringer size, arrangement - A, for fixed frame idlers, page - (121) to page - (123). 

 

15) Design stringer size, arrangement - B, for fixed frame idlers, page - (124) to page - (126). 

Price: Sr. no. 14 + Sr. no. 15 = Total USD 385 (or total Indian Rupees 26950) 
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16) Screw design acme / square thread, take-up, page - (127) to page - (130). 

Price USD 200 (or Indian Rupees 14000) 

 

17) Transition idlers placement design calculation, page - (131) to page - (136). 

Price USD 250 (or Indian Rupees 17500) 

 

18) Belt feeder design, page - (137) to page - (147). Price USD 830 (or Indian Rupees 

58100) 

 

19) Impact idlers design (3 - roller trough), fixed frame type, lumpy materials, page - (148) 

to page - (155). 

 

20) Impact idlers design (3 - roller trough), fixed frame type, granular materials, page - 

(156) to page - (160). 

 

21) Troughing idlers design (3 - roller trough carrying), fixed frame type, page - (161) to 

page - (171). 

 

22) 2 - roller V - type idlers design, fixed frame type, page - (172) to page - (177). 

 

23) Single roller return or carrying idlers design, fixed frame (two bracket) type, page - (178) 

to page - (182). 

Price: Sr. no. 19 + Sr. no. 20 + Sr. no. 21 + Sr. no. 22 + Sr. no. 23 = Idlers total USD 1100 

(or idlers total Indian Rupees 77000) 

 

The total price for all the programs appearing in this list (sr. no. 1 to sr. no. 23) is as below: 

Presently, total price for all programs is USD 10330 (or Indian Rupees 723100). 

 

Enclosed page - (6) to page - (182) is print-out of the design programs. This provides adequate 

information about the nature of programs. 

 

Note 1): Buyer’s name will not be made public. 

Note 2): Program will have inbuilt name of the buyer as an owner of the program received 

‘copy’. It is protected against removal. This protects the interest of buyer (organisation) who has 

paid money. The program is used by many in the company / organisation and someone taking 

this program outside the company cannot be prevented. The electronic copy of the program 

taken away (stolen) will be non-usable formally because it will always carry the name of the 

official buyer / user and it will have statement that this copy use by others is stolen version. 

Note 3): Appropriate training will be given freely to buyer’s program user (preferably qualified 

mechanical engineer concerned / familiar with belt conveyor design) at my place. 

 

By Ishwar G. Mulani  Email: conveyor.ishwar.mulani@gmail.com 

------- O ------- O ------- 






































































































































































































































































































































































